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My Baby Got Back!
Anal Idol #2

(Video Team)
Jada Fire Big Natural Tits #23

(Evil Angel)
Jasmine Black

Two Big, Black, & On the 
Attack #4
(Dogfart)

Jessie Volt

My Huge Holes #17 
(Sticky Video)

Naughty Alysha &
introducing Roxy Raye

Cuckqueans
(Combat Zone)
Bethany Benz

Sanatorium
(Zero Tolerance)
Tabitha Stevens
& Sara Sloane

Barefoot Confidential #66
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Nikki Brooks

BJ’s in PJ’s
(Red Light District)

Jessie AndrewsA MILF’s Tale
(Elegant Angel)

Nina Hartley, Rayveness

BBLT #2
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Tiffany Staxxx

This Ain’t Avatar XXX
(Hustler)

Misty Stone

I Like It Black #2
(Anarchy)

Coco Velvet

Forty Plus #74
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Jade

Worship My Schoolgirl Ass
(Tom Byron)
Kylee Reese

Slutty Secretaries
(New Sensations)

Taylor Tilden

Brazilian Blonde
Assfuckers 
(Mercenary)

Country Club Cougars
(Wicked)

Lisa Ann & Dyanna Lauren

Tits Ahoy #10
(3rd Degree)

Julia Ann

Body Heat
(Digital Playground)

Jesse Jane

Squirtin’ Sistas #6
(Black Magic Pictures)

Luxury Play
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Photos: Zero Tolerance Entertainment

Many believe that success 
can be achieved by starting 
at the bottom and working 
one’s way up the ladder, 
and that certainly has been 
the case for award-winning 
adult director Mike Quasar. 
For nearly 20 years, Quasar 
has diligently applied his 
considerable talents to 
more than 200 adult titles, 
specializing in girl/girl genre. 
One of his many current 
projects for Zero Tolerance 
is a parody of The Girls Next
Door. Although Mike moved 
to Los Angeles in his youth 
with the intent to become 
a rock star, it’s evident that 
fate steered him in the right 
direction. We’d like to thank 
Mike and Zero Tolerance 
Entertainment for their 
assistance in making this 
interview possible.

UC: How and when did your 
career in the adult industry 
begin?

MQ: In 1989, I moved from 
Toronto to Los Angeles 
with the members of my 
metal band. After a chance 
meeting with a porn star 
named Trinity Loren and her 
then-husband Barry Wood, 
I began working on the set 
as a production assistant. 
I gradually started writing 
scripts, and then I became 
a production manager, then 

a camera man and finally 
a director; although some 
might argue that I never 
actually became a director. 
;>)

UC: What kind of work did 
you do before you entered 
the adult industry? 

MQ: I was only 19 when 
I moved here so I really 
didn’t have other jobs of any 
consequence before getting 
into the adult business. 
As a musician, you’re not 
supposed to have a real job 
and strippers are supposed 
to feed you. 

UC: What misconceptions do 
people typically have about 
you and/or your work?

MQ: One of the biggest 
misconceptions that people 
may have about me is that 
as someone that works 
around naked women all day 
I must be having dangerous, 
recreational sex orgies on 
the weekend. The truth is 
I’ve been with the same non-
porn woman for 17 years, 
and have been married for 
11 of them.

UC: Do you enjoy 
specializing in one genre 
or do you prefer variety 
in the types of films you 
work on?

MQ: I prefer to shoot 
only girl/girl movies. 
I am actually rather 
passionate about 
them which may be 

why my two biggest awards 
have been for Best All Girl 

release two years in a row 
at the AVN Awards.

UC: What differentiates your 
product and its success from 
others in the marketplace 
that are similar in nature?

MQ: I’m not sure that 
anything distinguishes me 
as a director aside from the 
fact that I generally keep the 
camera steady and in focus. 
On a girl/girl movie, you will 
see a lot more buildup and 
sensuality than just spitting 
and dildo-stabbing.

UC: Other than obvious 
technological advances, 
do you think today’s porn 
differs much from the porn 
of yesteryear?

MQ: Porn is better than it 
has ever been in terms of the 
talent behind the camera, in 
my opinion. There are many 
talented directors working 
in adult right now who could 
find a home in mainstream. 
I’d also like to point out that 
the big budget spectacles 
utilizing current technology 
far surpass anything I’ve 
seen in my almost-20 
years of working in this 
industry. I think that in the 
current climate of instant 
gratification free tube sites, 
porn somehow needs to 
become a less disposable 
form of entertainment.

UC: If you had no limitations 
on budget, location, cast, 
etc, describe your “dream 
film.”

MQ: My ideal film would be 

something with a budget 
large enough to shoot for 
at least 14 days and with 
a great script in which the 
sex is the bonus material. 
Interrupting a narrative for 
a 20-minute sex scene just 
because that’s the industry 
standard seems a little silly 
to me. I’d like to make a truly 
erotic film. I don’t know if I 
actually have the talent but 
I’d like to try.

UC: What are the key factors 
in making an adult film 
successful?

MQ: The one component that 
makes an adult film successful, 
regardless of budget, is 
chemistry; particularly in G/G 
films. It’s very obvious when 
two people don’t really want to 
be there and it drags down the 
rest of the material whether 
it’s a big budget feature or a 
POV movie.

UC: What projects do you 
have in the works at this 
time?

MQ: I’m currently working 
on many projects at once 
because Greg Alves works 
me like a slave, but if I had 
to name one, it would be 
our parody of The Girls Next 
Door featuring Kagney Linn 
Karter, Bree Olson and Sara 
Sloane. UC
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Boys First Time #16
(Reality Kings)
Jordan Pierce

Just Gone Gay #8
(Top Dog)

Strokin’ Bears
(Panther Productions)

Allen Payne

Rough Around the Edges
(Male Solos.com)

Jack Vegas

Summer Heat
(Falcon)

Roman Heart

The Best of
Jake Deckard #1
(Raging Stallion)

Jake Deckard

Thugs Need Love Round 3
(Top Dog)

What An Orgy! #3
(Eagle)

James Curtis

Logan Vs. Dragon
(US Male Inc.)
Jack Dragon

& Logan McCree 

My First Bareback #7
(Bacchus)
Jake Ryan
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